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TIME FLIES WHEN YOU’RE HAVING FUN!
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nature center

August 2022 is a real mile-stone for us. It was
31 years ago when we began our adventure in retail.
We had no idea how hard we would work in a little
bird-feeding store. Like a duck, on the surface, the
water is calm and serene, under the water, these ducks
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would think that at this level of experience, the daily job
would become smoother and easier. We would have it
“down pat”, easy breezy!

This year, after three decades we have strived
to offer our neighbors a place where they can do more
than just buy bird seed. We love being a part of our
community, promoting the sort of communion with
nature that can only be found through proximity. That
contact doesn’t just bring us the joy of the moment, it
improves our mental and
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time to appreciate the natural world around us.

As we move forward on this journey, you may
not see as much of Nick and I at the store. We are not
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sprayed with oil to keep dust
down and to make it shiny and
attractive to people (not to birds).
Seed can also vary in quality-from
fresh to stale to sweepings off the
mill floor. Mill owners call this
“reclaiming.” We call it “unfit for
avian consumption.”
You can count on us to keep
you well informed and supplied
with the best quality seed. We get
fresh shipments weekly.
BACKYARD Nature Center seed
is fresh, 99%-clean, and delicious.
At least that’s what the birds seem
to think!

You can count on us to keep you well informed
and supplied with the best quality seed.

Summer Jewels

Hummingbirds are definitely more active. Nesting
is over and it’s time to put on some bodymass in
time for migration to South and Central America. Rufous and Broad tailed hummers migrate
through Kansas, following rivers and streams
for cover. If you saw hummingbirds in the early
spring and wondered what happened to them in
June.They were busy nesting, building and feeding
demanding young mouths. It gets pretty quiet in
mid-summer until young birds follow their parents back to the feeders to show them where the
good stuff is! Keep nectar feeder’s fresh through
August into mid-September. You will be helping
the migrating birds plump up. They will often stay
for a few days before moving on. If you see two,
put up a second feeder to accommodate them! I
love this time of year. You can be surprised with
something uncommon in your yard, or young
birds that you may not recognize.

The “Ant Moat”
Feeder Fresh
Bird-safe granules composed of
the same essential minerals as grit,
naturally consumed by wild birds.
Just mix in with your birdseed. Safe
absorbent granules grab moisture
and keep seed fresh even with rain
and humidity. Keeps your feeders
fresh and healthy.

Such a simple idea that
really works! Fill with
water and hang above your
nectar/hummingbird feeder.
A proven barrier that ants will not go
through or around, keeping your nectar
IUHHRI ÁRDWHUV

Bird Bath Protector
Spend less time scrubbing your
birdbath. Let this natural enzyme
eat algae, mineral deposits, stains
and sludge. A hungry little helper
and all organic!

The real facts from Nick
Q. What makes your seed better than what I can get at the big box stores?
A. Our seed is the cleanest seed available in the area. We pay for our
seed to go through three cleanings before being bagged especially
to our specifications and our weekly order.
Q. Aren’t all bird seed mixes alike and generally called “songbird
mix”?
A. No. All mixes are not alike. Generic mixes usually contain Milo,
wheat and scratch grains that are not song bird attractive and will go
uneaten. Our mixes are blended with the most attractive seeds like
black oil sunflower, peanuts and mixed nuts and white or red proso
millet. Some of our mixes also have dried cranberries and other good fruit,
high in nutritional value for quick energy.
Q. Is your no-mess blend more expensive than a mix with the shells on?
A. Patio Mix & Clingers Charms mixes are shelled, of course, and the price per pound
is actually comparable with our “in the shell” mixes, making it a great value. Shells can account for 40% of the
bag weight.
No growth under the feeder!
Who doesn’t love that?
Q. How can I tell if a bag of seed is the freshest available?
A. Our seed is bagged from the season’s most recent harvest. Most bargain birdseed is last year’s crop and may
have been sitting on the shelf for a long, long time.

My favorite summer feeder!

Nothing beats the Droll Yankees Big Top Feeder! Keeps big birds
off with lowering the dome to limit the size of visitor. Squirrels slide down the dome and can’t grab the tray below
because it’s smaller. Timid cardinals will go in the bowl
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on the U-shaped feed ports at the bottom. The dome
helps keep seed dry during rain or snow. Perfection by
Droll Yankees, made in the USA.

For people who feed and care for backyard birds
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S TO RE H O U RS
Monday–Saturday: 9 a.m.– 5p.m.
Sunday: Closed

P LE A SE VISIT OU R W EB SITE AT :
WWW .BA C K YA RD NATU RE C ENTE R .C O M

from left to right
Tammy, Trudy, Cathy & Nick

WILD CARD COUPON

20% Off one single item
Excludes seed and binoculars.
Can not be combined with any other offer.
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